HUMAN NEUTROPHILS EXHIBIT DISPARATE CHEMOTACTIC FACTOR GENE EXPRESSION
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The evolution of acute inflammation from initiation through resolution is associated with the changing character of the infiltrating leukocytes. Recruitment of these leukocytes is dependent upon the generation of chemotactic factors that have either global or specific activity for a particular leukocyte. In this manuscript we present data demonstrating that human neutrophils can express mRNA for neutrophil chemotactic factor/interleukin 8 (IL-8), but fail to express mRNA for monocyte chemotactic protein (MCP-1). The expression of IL-8 was observed upon adherence or in response to stimulation with lipopolysaccharide. Maximal IL-8 antigenic production was noted at 24 hrs. These studies demonstrate a disparate expression of chemotactic cytokines by neutrophils.

Inflammation is a highly coordinate event which depends upon the sequential arrival of inflammatory leukocytes to the site of inflammation. This temporal recruitment of leukocytes is characteristic of an evolving inflammatory event. The elicitation of these leukocytes is dependent upon the generation of humoral mediators/chemotaxins. These chemotactic factors are diverse and possess varying specificity for leukocytes. Chemotactic factors such as C5a, leukotriene B4 (LTB4), platelet-activating factor (PAF), and the bacterial-derived peptides (fMLP) have all been shown to be chemotactic for both neutrophils and monocytes (1-4). Hence, redundancy exists for the mechanisms involved in leukocyte recruitment. Recently, two novel chemotactic cytokines, neutrophil chemotactic factor/interleukin 8 (IL-8) and monocyte chemotactic protein (MCP-1) have been isolated, purified, cloned and expressed (5,6). IL-8 and MCP-1 are derived from a variety of immune and nonimmune cells (5-7), and demonstrate chemotactic specificity for neutrophils and monocytes, respectively (5-7).

Neutrophil sequestration is the hallmark of acute inflammation. Although the neutrophil can participate in the inflammatory process by the release of reactive oxygen metabolites, preformed proteases, and lipid chemotaxins (LTB4, LTB5, and LTB6), these are not the primary chemoattractants for neutrophil recruitment. Instead, IL-8 is a highly effective chemoattractant for neutrophils, as demonstrated in our studies and in the literature (8-10). Since neutrophils do not express MCP-1 mRNA, they are not recruited to the site of inflammation by MCP-1. Thus, the expression of IL-8 by neutrophils suggests an important role for this cytokine in the recruitment of neutrophils to the site of inflammation.
and PAF), it has previously been considered a terminally differentiated cell with limited ability to synthesize de novo protein. Recently, however, the neutrophil has been shown to synthesize and express a number of cytokines, such as TNFα, IL-1, IL-6, G-CSF, M-CSF, and IFNγ (8-12).

In this study, we demonstrate that highly purified (>99%) human neutrophils can express IL-8 mRNA in response to adherence or stimulation with lipopolysaccharide (LPS). IL-8 antigen was determined by a sensitive IL-8 ELISA and was maximal at 24 hrs. In contrast, these neutrophils failed to express specific mRNA for MCP-1. These studies suggest that the neutrophil is a pivotal cell for the elicitation of additional leukocytes to an area of inflammation.

Materials and Methods

Cell Preparation: Human neutrophils were obtained from heparinized venous blood of healthy volunteers by ficoll-hypaque centrifugation followed by sedimentation in 5% dextran/0.9% saline (Sigma). Neutrophils were separated from erythrocytes by lysis in a solution of 0.15 M NH₄Cl, 0.01 M NaHC0₃, and 0.01 M tetra EDTA. The recovered neutrophils were resuspended in RPMI 1640 (Whitaker Biomedical Products) containing 1 mM glutamine, 25 mM HEPES, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin (Hazelton Biomedical Products) (complete media) and washed 3 times. Neutrophils were greater than 99% pure and greater than 95% viable by trypan blue exclusion. The cells in complete media were plated in 60 mm plates (Costar) at a concentration of 5 X 10⁶ cells/ml.

Reagents: Stock LPS (Escherichia coli 0111:B4; Sigma) was prepared at a concentration of 200 µg/ml of complete media. Stock cycloheximide was prepared at a concentration of 1 mg/ml in DMSO.

Northern blot analysis: Total cellular RNA (2 X 10⁷ cells) was extracted as previously described (13). Briefly, neutrophils were solubilized in a solution of 25 mM Tris, pH 8.0 containing 4.2 M guanidine isothiocyanate, 0.5% Sarkosyl, and 0.1 M beta-mercaptoethanol. After homogenization, an equal volume of 100 mM Tris, pH 8.0 containing 1.0% SDS and 10 mM EDTA was added and the RNA extracted with chloroform-phenol followed by chloroform-isooamyl alcohol. The RNA was alcohol precipitated and separated by formaldehyde/1% agarose gels and transblotted to nitrocellulose. The baked blots were prehybridized and hybridized with 32p-5'-end-labeled, 30-mer oligonucleotide probes. The probes were complementary to either nucleotides 256-285 of published cDNA sequence for human monocyte chemotactic and activating factor/monocyte chemoattractant protein (14,15) or nucleotides 262-291 of published cDNA sequence for neutrophil chemotactic factor (IL-8) (16). The sequence of MCP-1 probe was 5'-TTG-GGT-TTG-CTT-GTC-CAG-GTG-TGC-CAT-GGA-3', while the sequence for the IL-8 probe was 5'-GTT-GGC-GCA-GTG-TGG-TCC-ACT-CAC-ATT-CAC-3'. Blots were stringency washed and autoradiographs were quantitated by laser densitometry. Equivalent amounts of total RNA loaded per gel lane were assessed by monitoring 28s and 18s rRNA.

IL-8 ELISA: Antigenic IL-8 was quantitated using a double ligand ELISA method, as previously described (13). This ELISA method consistently detected IL-8 concentrations above 30 pg/ml.

Statistical analysis: Data are expressed as means +/- SEM. Groups of data were evaluated by analysis of variance. Data that appeared statistically significant were compared by Student's t-test for comparing the means of multiple groups, and considered significant if p<0.05.
Results

Chemotactic Cytokine Gene Expression by Human Neutrophils. Previously we had demonstrated that IL-8 and MCP-1 steady-state mRNA levels are maximal between 4 and 8 hrs. (17-19). Thus our initial studies were designed to assess the ability of neutrophils to express mRNA specific for these chemotactic cytokines at a similar time. Figure 1 shows the Northern blot of total RNA isolated from neutrophils in suspension (after purification), or neutrophils cultured for 4 hrs in the presence or absence of 100 ng/ml of LPS. Neutrophils that had been cultured demonstrated significant steady-state levels of mRNA for IL-8 as compared to cells in suspension, suggesting de novo gene expression. LPS treatment resulted in an approximately 46% greater steady-state levels of IL-8 mRNA as compared to unstimulated neutrophils. In contrast, MCP-1 mRNA was undetectable upon either adherence or post-LPS-stimulation. Similar findings were seen at 8 hrs., after which a significant decay in IL-8 mRNA was noted (data not shown).

Human Neutrophil-Derived Antigenic IL-8. Since neutrophils had the apparent capacity for gene expression of IL-8, but not MCP-1, we next examined their
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**Figure 1.** Northern blot analysis of neutrophil-derived chemotactic cytokine mRNA. **A**) is the Northern blot of steady-state levels of IL-8 and MCP-1 mRNA at 4 hrs., **B**) and **C**) are the laser densitometry and 28s and 18s rRNA for the corresponding Northern blots in **A**, respectively. The times for autoradiographic development of the Northern blots in **A** were 8 and 24 hrs. for IL-8 and MCP-1, respectively.
ability to generate IL-8 antigen. Neutrophils in the presence or absence of LPS (100 ng/ml) were cultured and supernatants harvested at various time intervals. As shown in Table I, neutrophils cultured for 24 hrs demonstrated maximal IL-8 antigenic production. LPS-treated neutrophils produced 100.3 +/- 21.6 pg/ml of IL-8, a 2.6 fold increase over unstimulated cells. This LPS-induced neutrophil-derived IL-8 was statistically greater (p<0.05) than unstimulated cells. Neutrophils cultured with cycloheximide (5 ug/ml) in the presence or absence of LPS did not produce detectable levels of IL-8 (data not shown).

Discussion

The proximal event associated with the initiation of acute inflammation is the influx of neutrophils. This neutrophilic accumulation greatly exceeds the emigration of monocytes. As the inflammatory process evolves, monocytes continue to accumulate and undergo differentiation into macrophages, whereas neutrophils die or leave the inflammatory site via lymphatics. This dynamic change in the cellular characteristic of acute inflammation is due to a myriad of chemotactic factors, most of which possess little specificity for a particular leukocyte. Recent studies have demonstrated that a novel class of chemotactic cytokines exist that exhibit specific chemotactic activity for inflammatory leukocytes. MCP-1 is a potent chemoattractant and activating factor for monocytes, while IL-8 possesses specific chemotactic activity for neutrophils and lymphocytes (5-7,20). This latter effect is of particular interest since the local concentration of IL-8 is important in determining whether neutrophils or lymphocytes are predominantly elicited, as IL-8 is 10 to 100 fold more potent as a chemotaxin for lymphocytes as compared to neutrophils.

The neutrophil, the major cellular constituent of acute inflammation can no longer be viewed as only a phagocyte or warehouse for proteolytic enzymes. Monocytes and neutrophils share the same stem cell, and like monocytes, neutrophils have the same capacity to phagocytize or kill bacteria via various proteases and reactive oxygen metabolites. In addition to these functions, recent studies have shown that the neutrophil can produce various cytokines, such as TNFα, IL-1, IL-6, G-CSF, M-CSF, and IFNα (8-12). The production of these cytokines by neutrophils at sites of inflammation may play a significant role in the subsequent evolution of either acute or chronic inflammation.
We now describe another neutrophil-derived cytokine, IL-8. Our results show that neutrophils are capable of synthesizing and secreting IL-8. To exclude the presence of preformed neutrophil-derived IL-8, neutrophils were shown to express de novo mRNA specific for IL-8. This IL-8 gene expression was of neutrophil origin, since less than 1% monocyte contamination of the neutrophil cultures would not explain the magnitude of IL-8 mRNA accumulation. These data corroborate our previous findings with regard to disparate production of IL-8 and MCP-1 by monocytes and alveolar macrophages (21). The inability of these cells to produce MCP-1 emphasizes the importance of MCP-1 production by endothelial cells and fibroblasts (22). Furthermore, the production of neutrophil-derived cytokines may influence subsequent cell-mediated immunity. Both IL-1 and TNFα have established immunoregulatory function in lymphocyte activation and proliferation. Thus, the neutrophil could conceivably orchestrate the conventional immune response through not only the generation of TNFα and IL-1, but also the production of a lymphocyte chemotaxin, IL-8.
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